We review the potential role of these modifications on mature mRNA in regulating gene expression within the adult brain, nervous system function and normal and pathological behavior.
framework of gene expression regulation in the adult brain. Furthermore, we seek to explore its putative role in normal and pathological behavior. However, as a result of the relative young age of this field, there are still many gaps in the data waiting to be filled soon.
| THE EPITRANSCRIPTOME
There are over 100 known covalent base modifications found on almost all types of RNA including mRNA, tRNA, rRNA and snRNA. 2 These modifications are being collected in large databases such as MODOMICs, which currently holds 144 modifications together with relevant information on pathways and references 3 (http://modomics.
genesilico.pl) and RMBase, which has collected thousands of modification-sites from over 100 different modifications identified by high-throughput sequencing 4 (http://mirlab.sysu.edu.cn/rmbase/).
The majority of these modifications were originally discovered in the 1960s and 1970s but, due to technical limitations, attracted little attention in their potential to regulate gene expression post-transcriptionally. 5, 6 The most abundant modifications on protein-coding mature mRNAs in the brain, and the focus of this review, are methylations on adenosine (including N6-methyladenosine, m ing. 12, 13 However, most of these are more abundant in rRNAs and tRNAs than in mRNAs. Finally, mRNA molecules can be further modified on a whole molecule level by 5 0 mRNA capping and polyadenylation, which facilitate transcript stability, nuclear export, translation initiation and dynamic changes of secondary structure of RNA. 14, 15 Although we focus here on mature mRNAs, it should be noted that introns in unspliced pre-mRNA (hnRNA 9, [16] [17] [18] [19] ) and small and long non-coding mRNA are also widely methylated. [20] [21] [22] 3 | mRNA ADENOSINE METHYLATION m 6 A is the most abundant internal modification first described in 1974. 23 -27 m 6 A is also the most extensively characterized internal modification in mammalian mRNA 16, 28 owing to the power of nextgeneration sequencing, which was widely adapted for this modification first. Currently, RMBase contains over 62 000 m 6 A peaks in over 10 000 genes for the mouse and over 118 000 m 6 A peaks in over 12 000 genes for the human transcriptome (Reference
4
; data set as of 20-10-2015 and HNRNP-proteins (HNRNPA2B1, HNRNPC and HNRNPG). and demonstrated by several studies to be strictly nuclear proteins.
Even more, the addition and removal of m 6 A was proposed to be limited to chromatin-associated mRNAs before they are exported into the cytoplasm. 17 Therefore, the distribution of methylation enzymes (Figure 2) . However, the exact molecular and cellular mechanisms that govern this regulation still need to be identified.
Since dysregulation of epitranscriptomic mechanisms may lead to maladaptive behavior, future studies should address this aspect. A residues are in the last exons, allowing the potential for 3 0 UTR regulation. Genes
